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Greetings from the
chair

Greetings from the Department of Physics and Astronomy!
The department continues to excel in research and education. Our graduate
program is strong, graduating 12 physics Ph.D. students in 2013-2014. Our
undergraduate majors are finding interesting jobs or graduate programs, and
many of these alumni are donating generously to WSU. Lower-division
undergrad enrollments are once again very high.
Two outstanding assistant professors joined the department in 2014. Dr. Michael
Forbes is a many-body theorist and Dr. Brian Collins is an experimentalist
working with organic materials. In the near term, we will be searching for a junior
theorist in the area of computational materials physics.
As you can see from this issue of Physics Matters, the department is doing many
exciting things. This is made possible in part by generous support from our
alumni and friends. Thank you!
Dr. Matt McCluskey, professor & chair
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NEWS

Discovery opens new
path to superfast
quantum computing
STORY Eric Sorensen. Reprinted from WSU
News (June 4, 2014).

Researchers have managed to achieve a

“superradiant” state with ultra-cold atoms.
The WSU research group. Left to right: Chris Hamner, JiaJia Chang,
and Peter Engels. PHOTO Peter Engels.

PULLMAN, Wash.—Researchers at
Washington State University have
used a super-cold cloud of atoms
that behaves like a single atom to see
a phenomenon predicted 60 years
ago and witnessed only once since.

Story reprinted with permission of WSU News.

The phenomenon takes place in the
seemingly otherworldly realm of
quantum physics and opens a new
experimental path to potentially
powerful quantum computing.
Working out of a lab in WSU’s
Webster Hall, physicist Peter
Engels and his colleagues cooled
about one million atoms of
rubidium to 100 billionths of a
degree above absolute zero. There
was no colder place in the universe,
said Engels, unless someone was
doing
a
similar
experiment
elsewhere on Earth or on another
planet.
At that point, the cluster of atoms
formed a Bose-Einstein condensate
– a rare physical state predicted by
Albert Einstein and Indian theorist
Satyendra Nath Bose – after
undergoing a phase change similar
to a gas becoming a liquid or a liquid
becoming a solid. Once the atoms
acted in unison, they could be
induced to exhibit coherent
“superradiant” behavior predicted
by Princeton University physicist

Robert Dicke in 1954.
“This large group of atoms does not
behave like a bunch of balls in a
bucket,” said Engels. “It behaves as
one big super-atom. Therefore it
magnifies the effects of quantum
mechanics.”
Engels’ findings appear in the
journal Nature Communications. Coauthor and collaborator Chuanwei
Zhang, a former WSU physicist
now at the University of Texas at
Dallas, led the theoretical aspects of
the work.
Funders include the National
Science Foundation, the Army
Research
Office and the
Defense
Advanced
Research
Projects
Agency, the
cutting-edge
research
agency known
as DARPA.

involving coupling to photon fields.
Because the coupling of atoms and
photons is usually very weak, their
behavior was extremely hard to
observe, he said.
“What our colleague Chuanwei
Zhang realized is, if you replaced
the light with the motion of the
particles, you got exactly the same
physics,” said Engels. Moreover, it’s
easier to observe. So while their
cloud of atoms measures less than
half a millimeter across, it is large
enough to be photographed and
measured. This gives experimenters
a key tool for testing assumptions
and changes in the atomic realm of
quantum physics.

“This large group of
atoms....behaves as
one big super-atom.
Therefore it
magnifies the
effects of quantum
mechanics.”
-Peter Engels

Researchers
using
these
super-cold dilute gases have created
the superradiant state in only one
other situation, said Engels, using a
far more complicated experiment

“We have found an
implementation of the
system that allows us to
go in the lab and actually
test the predictions of the
Dicke model, and some
extensions of it as well, in
a system that is not nearly
as complicated as people
always thought it has to be
for the Dicke physics,”
Engels said.

Ordinary physical properties change
so
dramatically
in
quantum
mechanics that it can seem like a
drawing by M.C. Escher. Photons
Continued p. 7
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Ph.D. and M.S. programs in the Department of
Physics & Astronomy

The Department of Physics and Astronomy at Washington
State University is built around a small but highly
productive faculty whose research expertise provides
students a wide variety of research experiences. The highly
rigorous undergraduate program prepares graduates to be
competitive in top graduate programs or for employment.
The Ph.D. program and the thesis master's degree blend
demanding coursework with cutting-edge research to
prepare graduates for jobs in academia, industry, and
government labs. Our programs emphasize core academic
competency and research excellence.
Physics is the study of the material world. Its historical
mission was to push the boundaries of superlatives: the
smallest subatomic particle, the quickest time interval, the
most precise measurement, the most perplexing of
unexplained phenomena. In the 21st century, these
challenges are augmented with a need to understand how
particles interact under extreme conditions or complex
situations. Astronomy is the study of the universe from the
size scales of planets to the ultimate size scale of all. It
encompasses the risks of meteor impacts, the intricate
ballet of planetary systems, and the warping of spacetime
near a black hole.

The WSU Department of Physics and Astronomy
aims to prepare young scientists for careers in these
and related areas. We offer bachelor's, master's, and
doctoral degrees for students that aspire to the
challenge of pushing the frontiers of human
knowledge.

www.physics.wsu.edu
Fall 2015 priority deadline:
January 10, 2015.

We accept applications after
this date but they are not
considered priority;
admissions considerations
begin in February 2015.

Research Areas
Astrophysics
Extreme matter
Materials & optics
Novel states of matter

Award-winning faculty
Six fellows of the American
Physical Society (APS)
Three fellows of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS)
One fellow of the Acoustical
Society of America (ASA)
One fellow of the FOR760:
Scattering Systems with Complex
Dynamics (SSCD)
One fellow of the Materials
Research Society (MRS)
One fellow of the American
Vacuum Society (AVS)
Two fellows of the International
Society of Optics and Photonics
(SPIE)
One fellow of the Optical Society
of America (OSA)
Four Regents Professors

Excellent standard of living
Pullman is located on the
Palouse in southeastern
Washington. With breathtaking
vistas, great access to outdoor
activities, and temperate
weather, along with a
wonderful community and
school district, Pullman was
named one of the “Best
college towns in North
America” by MSN in 2012.
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The lasercooling apparatus used in the experiment. PHOTO Shelly Hanks, WSU News

Discovery opens
new path to
superfast quantum
computing
Continued from p. 5

can be both waves and particles. A particle can go through two
spaces at the same time and, paradoxically, interfere with itself.
Electrons can be oriented up or down at the same time.
This concurrent duality can be exploited by quantum computing.
So where a conventional computer uses 1s and 0s to make
calculations, the fundamental units of a quantum computer could
be 1s and 0s at the same time. As Wired magazine
(http://www.wired.com/2014/05/quantum-computing/#x)
recently noted, “It’s a mind-bending, late-night-in-the-dormroom concept that lets a quantum computer calculate at
ridiculously fast speeds.”
Eric Sorensen is the science writer for Washington State Magazine and
WSU News
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FEATURE STORY

Reprinted from WSU News (May 15, 2014).
STORY Sabrina Zearott and Joanna Steward, College of Arts & Sciences
PHOTOS WSU Physics & Astronomy Club, WSU News

PULLMAN, Wash. – The Washington State University flag
has flown in many places around the world – from ESPN
Game Day to the Great Wall of China – and now more
than 18 miles into the stratosphere.
A Cougar flag attached to a weather balloon recently
launched from the center of the Pullman campus reached
nearly 100,000 feet. The flight was part of a WSU Physics
and Astronomy Club student project; now the flag is up for
auction
(see
http://www.ebay.com/itm/PhyiscsAstronomy-Club-WSU-Flag-Post-Flight-/251531402832?).

That peak, said Eric Beier, club treasurer and a junior in
physics, was officially 98,093 feet above Earth. That altitude
is believed to be second only to that of a Cougar flag that
accompanied WSU alumnus John Fabian, ’62, on the Space
Shuttle Discovery in 1985.
The balloon’s predicted flight path, based on jet stream
mapping software, set the landing site on the Clearwater
(Continued)

Launched from the roof of the Terrell Library during WSU
Mom’s Weekend in April, the balloon was projected to
reach an altitude between 40,000 and 60,000 feet, said
Nicholas Cerruti, senior physics instructor and club
faculty advisor. The team was surprised by the altitude data
from the internal monitor of the recovered balloon.
Jesse Miller, club president and a recent 2014 physics
graduate, said team members initially thought there was a
glitch in the data.
“I was kind of dubious at first because there was data
recorded for the first half hour, and then it cut out for a
really long time,” he said. “Then there is 15 minutes of data
clustered right around the peak.”
LR: students Mats Johnson, Doug Dietzel, Elizabeth
Bernhardt (graduate student), Johnny Adams, & Tim
DeRuiter with the flag near the launch site.
8
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Plateau, about a 90-minute drive
southeast of Pullman. The jet
stream shifts slightly every day, so
the launch needed to be carefully
timed to avoid pushing the balloon
too far south or east; if the balloon
descended into Hell’s Canyon or
landed in Idaho’s vast stretches of
forest, recovery would be difficult.
The balloon kit purchased by the
club included a GPS unit to track its
trajectory. As the balloon and flag
rose into the sky after the launch,
club members watched the signal
head east over Idaho.
Even with the higher altitude, the
balloon did land in the predicted
region of the plateau. The recovery
team easily retrieved it from a
farmer’s field near Nez Perce, Idaho.
A GoPro camera fitted to the
apparatus captured the flag’s ascent.
The two-hour footage shows the
rolling hills of the Palouse quickly
giving way to white clouds scattered
across the sky. Thirteen minutes into
the flight, the balloon encounters a
hailstorm, but four minutes later the
sky is clear and blue.

MAP Raster data from Natural Earth

At the balloon’s high point, the sun
and blackness of space are visible
above the curve of the Earth as the
flag flutters at the bottom of the
screen.
Why the balloon went so high
remains a mystery. Weather balloons
are designed to self-deflate and
return to Earth: as a balloon rises,
the surrounding air pressure
becomes lower; higher pressure
inside means the balloon expands
until it leaks or pops.
The altitude a balloon reaches
depends upon how much helium is
in it. “More helium would have a
lower maximum altitude, since the
pressure inside the balloon would be
greater and the balloon would pop
sooner,” said Cerruti. If the balloon
has less helium, it should rise more
slowly but stay aloft longer.

Chad Garrison, flight commander
and physics major, said the goal of
the project was to design a highaltitude physics experiment platform
that could be repeated by future
club members. The flag launch, he
said, allowed for “alpha testing of
the apparatus, making a live launch
to understand the physics and
determine procedures for future
experiments.”
The club hopes the balloon launch
will become an annual event, much
like their popular fall Dad’s Weekend
pumpkin drop from the 12th floor
of Webster Hall.

Learn more about the project, see
a video of the launch and watch
the full flight footage at
http://cas.wsu.edu/physicsastronomy/flag-auction.html

Sabrina Zearott is staff writer in the
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Joanna Steward is director of
communications in the WSU College of
Arts & Sciences

The flag auction is open until noon
Saturday, May 24. Proceeds will
benefit the WSU Physics and
Astronomy Club.

Seattle

Ellensburg

Pullman

Landing site: near
Nez Perce, Idaho

Join the WSU Physics & Astronomy
Club!
Information:
http://www.physics.wsu.edu/Extracurricular/
Extracurricular-Club.html
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GOOD NEWS AROUND THE DEPARTMENT

Faculty
Doerte Blume and Sukanta Bose have both been
collaborating with the University of Washington’s
Institute for Nuclear Theory (INT). Blume coorganized a program called “Universality in few-body
systems: Theoretical challenges and new directions”
(March 10 - May 16, 2014), which focused on
experimental and theoretical work with regard to
potential universality beyond the two- and three-body
problems. The program involved morning
presentations from participants and afternoon
discussions. During the last week of the program,
Blume and co-organizers hosted a five-day “Few-body
Universality in Atomic and Nuclear Physics: Recent
Experimental and Theoretical Advances” workshop.
Information here:
http://www.int.washington.edu/PROGRAMS/14-1/

Steven Tomsovic co-organized a conference in Dresden,
Germany, from October 22-26, 2012, called “Wave Chaos
from the Micro to the Macroscale.”
http://www.mpipks-dresden.mpg.de/~wcmm12/
announcement_soon.html
Guy Worthey published two papers:
Worthey, G., Tang, B., & Serven, J. (2014). Individual
alpha elements, C, N, and Ba in early-type galaxies,
Astrophysical Journal, 783, 20.
http://arxiv.org/abs/1303.2603
Worthey, G., Danilet, A. B., & Faber, S. M. (2014). The
LickX spectra, Astronomy and Astrophysics, 561, A36
http://www.aanda.org/articles/aa/abs/2014/01/aa2228713/aa22287-13.html

Bose is a co-organizer of a month-long summer
workshop on “Binary Neutron Star Coalescence as a
Fundamental Physics Laboratory” (June 30 - August
1, 2014). This program brings together international
experts in nuclear physics, numerical astrophysics, and
gravitational-wave physics as well as astronomers to
brainstorm on how the electromagnetic and
gravitational wave signals emitted by merging neutron
stars and black holes can be used to understand the
properties of matter under very high pressures, as
much as a nonillion (1 x 10E30) atmospheres. That in
turn can help answer how heavy elements are formed
and what triggers some of the most energetic
explosions in the universe, called gamma-ray bursts.
More
information
can
be
found
here:
http://www.int.washington.edu/PROGRAMS/14-2a
R&D Magazine recently highlighted one of Michael
McNeil Forbes’ projects at the University of
Washington, which used one of the “largest
supercomputing calculations ever performed” to
understand an MIT experiment’s unexpected results.
See it on http://www.rdmag.com.
Philip Marston gave a seminar at Stanford University
on “Acoustical and Optical Radiation Force and
Scattering Anomalies” (February 5, 2014). The talk
focused on “how the underlying wave-field geometry
influences radiation forces.” More information here:
http://hepl.stanford.edu/seminar/140205_Marston.h
tml
Matthew McCluskey, department chair, gave the
faculty address at the 2014 Crimson Reads “1st
Annual Celebration of Faculty Authored Books”
(April 3, 2014).
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INTERVIEW

Superfluids, quantum physics,
and coffee: An interview with
Michael McNeil Forbes
STORY Sabrina Zearott, staff writer

Introducing one of the newest members of the
Department of Physics & Astronomy.
WHEN Michael McNeil Forbes
talks about his research, it’s easy to
see
why
he
works
with
supercomputers.
During my interview with him, I
recall that for most of my
childhood, I wanted to be an
astronomer. I read Astronomy
magazine, tried semi-successfully to
operate second-hand telescopes, and
struggled through a Harvard
astronomy course out of interest.
Talking to Forbes, however, is like
reading an entire textbook on
quantum mechanics in an hour.

PHOTO Michael McNeil Forbes

“Am I overwhelming you?” he asks.
“Yes,” I admit, “but keep going, this
is fascinating.”
A new assistant professor in WSU’s
Department
of
Physics
&
Astronomy, Forbes is a native of
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. After
getting involved in the Physics
Olympiad (he placed first in Canada
and 31st in the world), he went to
the University of British Columbia
to earn an honors degree in
computer science and physics,
followed by an M.Sc. in physics,
then headed to MIT to earn a Ph.D.
Most recently, he was a research
assistant professor and fellow at the
University of Washington’s Institute
for Nuclear Theory (INT).

Some of Forbes’ early research
focused on the early universe and a
paradox that has yet to be resolved:
baryogenesis, or the formation of
matter. The standard model of
particle physics assumes a certain
degree of symmetry, known as
charge-parity, or CP. Violations of
CP are rare and very small - that is,
there’s not a lot of observable
asymmetry when it comes to particle
interactions. Yet if everything is
symmetrical, there should be
roughly equal amounts of matter
and antimatter in the universe, and
they should annihilate each other
and leave only light.
Mathematically
speaking,
the
formula used to describe QCD
(quantum
chromodynamics, or
particle interactions)
contains a term that,
at its “natural”
value, can result in
CP violation. At
some point in the
universe’s
history,
that term’s value
changed
to
0,
meaning essentially
no CP violation (or
antimatter). According to Forbes,
something must have happened in
the early universe to leave us with
almost no antimatter; he wants to
find out what, and to find out where

the missing antimatter is.
Ariel Zhitnitsky, Forbes’ M.Sc.
advisor at UBC, proposed that the
early universe contained “domain
walls” that separated matter and
antimatter, then sealed antimatter
off into bubbles. These bubbles, or
“quark nuggets,” are thought to exist
today as dense grain-of-sand-sized
pieces of dark matter that weigh as
much as a truck. The change in the
QCD formula’s term was explained
by MIT’s Frank Wilczek, later
Forbes’ Ph.D. advisor and the 2004
winner of the Nobel Prize, who
stated that the term could be
eliminated using a dynamical “axion
field” – as the universe cools, the
term vanishes. Zhitnitsky and
Forbes’ argument is
that knots in this field
(domain
walls)
provide
the
CP
violation necessary to
separate antimatter
from matter and trap
the former, restoring
CP symmetry.

The research that
brought Forbes to
WSU is a little
different, and it’s
where the
supercomputers
come in.

This theory is hard to
test, as dark matter is
not easily observable.
However, Forbes and colleagues
have been able to observe light
emissions that are consistent with
predicted dark-matter annihilation at
(Continued)
Physics Matters Vol. 17
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the core of the galaxy; other
sources, such as the Chandra X-ray
Observatory,
have
found
a
background emission that holds to
this model when all other possible
emission sources are removed.
The research that brought Forbes to
WSU is a little different, and it’s
where the supercomputers come in.
At MIT, he became interested in
high-density particle interactions
(QCD,
or
quantum
chromodynamics) – specifically,
what happens in the interiors of
neutron stars. These stars spin like
tops, eventually slowing down as
they lose momentum; occasionally,
they “glitch” and speed up again,
and physicists have been trying to
understand why. This is very
difficult to replicate in a lab, of
course, and requires the world’s
biggest supercomputers to simulate.
However, Forbes tells me that
neutron stars behave very similarly
to cold atoms. This means that he
can compare computer simulations
to cold-atom experiments and then
build models based on the latter,
bypassing the need for the
enormous calculations and energy
requirements of simulating nuclear
reactions in a lab. WSU had exactly
the combination of theoretical and
experimental work (Doerte Blume
and Peter Engels, respectively) that
Forbes needed.
Our discussion isn’t all quantum
physics. The conversation touches
on other things as well: his college
years, his hobbies, his love of highquality coffee. When he first visited
the world-renowned MIT campus,
he approached it from the
“industrial area” to the south, that
grungy urban zone located between
Harvard and MIT; it didn’t make
him very enthusiastic about
attending, he tells me as I laugh. We
talk about coffee - I consider myself
a coffee fan, but it quickly becomes
clear that he knows significantly
more than I do about, well, almost
everything related to it. (He brings

12
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me a bean later so I can see what
he’s talking about.) He’s an avid
cycler and skier as well, and is
interested in the science of sound.
Finally, Forbes loves to teach. A
particular favorite of his was the
Science One course at UBC, which
combined math, physics, biology,
and chemistry in a single course; he
tells me that students learned to
answer “why” questions, and learned
the requisite math for each science
problem they tackled, an innovative
approach that resulted in significant
progress over a year. Although
WSU’s undergraduate courses are
much larger than Science One,
Forbes hopes to carry over some of
Science One’s principles and apply
them here once he begins teaching.
In the meantime, he has research to
do.

Sabrina Zearott is staff writer in the
Department of Physics & Astronomy

RECENT PRESS &
PUBLICATIONS:

R& D MAGAZINE
Solving a physics mystery: Those
“solitons” are really vortex rings
PUBLICATIONS
Bulgac, A., Forbes, M. M., Kelley,
M. M., Roche, K. J., & Wlazłowski,
G. (2014). Quantized Superfluid
Vortex Rings in the Unitary Fermi
Gas. Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 025301
http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.4266
Bulgac, A., Forbes, M. M., &
Sharma, R. (2013). Strength of the
Vortex-Pinning Interaction from
Real-Time Dynamics. Phys. Rev.
Lett. 110, 241102
http://arxiv.org/abs/1302.2172

NEWS

Accidental discovery
dramatically improves
conductivity
STORY Eric Sorensen. Reprinted from WSU
News (November 14, 2013).

Researchers in Matthew McCluskey's lab
may have found a way to “dramatically”
increase photoconductivity using light.
Marianne Tarun sealing an ampoule with a torch.
PHOTO Matthew McCluskey

PULLMAN, Wash. – Quite by
accident,
Washington
State
University researchers have achieved
a 400-fold increase in the electrical
conductivity of a crystal simply by
exposing it to light. The effect,
which lasted for days after the light
was turned off, could dramatically
improve the performance of devices
like computer chips.

And while other researchers have
created persistent photoconductivity
in other materials, this is the most
dramatic
display
of
the
phenomenon.

WSU doctoral student Marianne
Tarun chanced upon the discovery
when she noticed that the
conductivity of some strontium
titanate shot up after it was left out
one day. At first, she and her fellow
researchers thought the sample was
contaminated, but a series of
experiments showed the effect was
from light.

“The discovery of this effect at
room temperature opens up new
possibilities for practical devices,”
said Matthew McCluskey, coauthor of the paper and chair of
WSU’s physics department. “In
standard
computer
memory,
information is stored on the surface
of a computer chip or hard drive. A
device
using
persistent
photoconductivity, however, could
store information throughout the
entire volume of a crystal.”

“It came by accident,” said Tarun.
“It’s not something we expected.
That makes it very exciting to
share.”
The phenomenon they witnessed —
“persistent photoconductivity” — is
a far cry from superconductivity, the
complete lack of electrical resistance
pursued by other physicists, usually
using temperatures near absolute
zero. But the fact that they’ve
achieved this at room temperature
makes the phenomenon more
immediately practical.

The research, which was funded by
the National Science Foundation,
appears this month in the journal
Physical Review Letters.

resistance.
“These diverse properties provide a
fascinating playground for scientists
but applications so far have been
limited,” said McCluskey.
McCluskey, Tarun and physicist
Farida Selim, now at Bowling
Green State University, exposed a
sample of strontium titanate to light
for 10 minutes. Its improved
conductivity lasted for days. They
theorize that the light frees electrons
in the material, letting it carry more
current.

Eric Sorensen is the science writer for
Washington State Magazine and
WSU News

This approach, called holographic
memory, “could lead to huge
increases in information capacity,”
McCluskey said.
Strontium titanate and other oxides,
which contain oxygen and two or
more other elements, often display a
dizzying variety of electronic
phenomena,
from
the
high
resistance used for insulation to
superconductivity’s
lack
of
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The Department
Welcomes Assistant
Professor Brian Collins
STORY Sabrina Zearott PHOTOS Brian Collins

Brian Collins, assistant professor in the
Department of Physics & Astronomy, comes to
Washington State University from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in
Maryland, where he was a National Research
Council Fellow and conducted research at the
Advanced Light Source (ALS) in Berkeley,
California.
Collins’ planned research at WSU includes
investigating
resonant
x-ray/soft-matter
interactions to develop microscopy and scattering
techniques. Soft matter absorption of x-rays alters
the materials' optical properties in specific ways
that are unique to each type of bond and molecule
- what Collins calls a “resonant signature.” This
signature can be used to improve microscopy and
scattering techniques by allowing improved
contrast and identification of observed structures.
Collins hopes to apply these improved techniques
to “optoelectronically active polymers and small
molecules for use in organic devices such as light
emitting diodes, solar cells, transistors and
batteries,” which could ultimately be printed onto
flexible materials. Such organic devices could
represent major advances in technology and
energy. First, however, Collins plans to focus on
measuring, characterizing, and understanding both
the structures that are formed and the
optoelectronic processes in these devices, all of
which could have important implications in the
field. This research is an extension of his
postdoctoral work at NIST.
Collins earned his Ph.D. and M.S. from the
University of North Carolina, where he carried
out research on epitaxial films at the Advanced
Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory;
he earned his B.A. from Gustavus Adolphus
College in Minnesota. He is a member of both the
Materials Research Society and the American
Physical Society (APS), as well as the ALS User
Executive Committee’s first postdoctoral member.
He has a wife and three daughters; hobbies
include
reading
and
watching
science
fiction/fantasy, pursuing outdoor activities such as
camping and hiking, and playing the piano and
singing.
14
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Recent publications
Steyrleuthner, R., Di Pietro, R., Collins, B. A., Polzer,
F., Himmelberger, S., Schubert, M., Chen, Z., Zhang,
S., Salleo, A., Ade, H., Facchetti, A., & Neher, D.
(2014). The role of regioregularity, crystallinity, and
chain orientation on electron transport in a highmobility n-type copolymer. J. Am. Chem. Soc.,
136(11), 4245-56. http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/
10.1021/ja4118736
Tumbleston, J. R., Collins, B. A., Yang, L., Stuart, A.
C., Gann, E., Ma, W., You, W., & Ade, H. (2014).
The influence of molecular orientation on organic
bulk heterojunction solar cells. Nature Photonics, 8,
385-391. http://www.nature.com/nphoton/journal/
v8/n5/full/nphoton.2014.55.html

Resonant Xray scattering of an organic field effect
transistor (polymer channel/dielectric bilayer on a SiN
support). The resulting scattering pattern captured by a
soft Xray CCD (upper right) reveals orientational
alignment of orbitals responsible for intermolecular
charge transport in the channel polymer.

FEATURE STORY

Meeting the
Challenge
“Smart” optic fibers, wire art, & the brain

Mark Kuzyk’s lab is collaborating to address the
National Academy of Sciences’ Grand Challenge.
They are working to build “smart” optical fibers
that bend in response to light, with potential
revolutionary implications for technology and how
we treat some mental disorders. >>

STORY Sabrina Zearott, staff writer
PHOTOS Sabrina Zearott except where
noted
Physics Matters Vol. 17
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“Smart” optic fibers, wire art, &
the brain
Meeting the National Academy of Sciences’ 2013 “Grand Challenge”
In a high school math classroom in

Mathematics), the main purpose of the grant is to use
these concepts to develop the relatively new science of
morphing “smart” materials. The first step to this goal is
research on neurological disease treatment using
“intelligent optical fibers,” per the National Academy of
Sciences’ 2013 “Grand Challenge”: at WSU, Kuzyk and
his graduate students are developing optical fibers that can
be manipulated, Turtle-path style, inside the human brain.

By relaying the path’s instructions to the other student,
the first student can explain how to turn a wire into a
shape. If the pair gets it right, partner two’s masterpiece
should resemble partner one’s original vision. If
not…they need to recalculate.

Kuzyk’s group, which includes graduate students
Elizabeth Bernhardt, Nathan Rasmussen, and Joseph
Lanska, is working to design a better “deep brain
stimulation device.” Deep brain stimulation – in which a
thin electrode is inserted into a specific area of the brain –
has been shown to help patients suffering from
neurological conditions from Parkinson’s to Alzheimer’s.

Los Angeles, pairs of students make shapes using wire,
pliers, and instructions written on a software program
called Turtle. It isn’t easy: partner one has to think about
the outlines of the shape, then use the software to tell an
animated turtle where to go (“walk two inches, turn right,
walk three inches…”). The resulting path potentially takes
place in three dimensions.

What sounds like a fun math project is part of a new
curriculum and science initiative, funded through the $2
million National Science Foundation grant recently
awarded to Mark Kuzyk. The grant includes outreach to
the Los Angeles County High School for the Arts and the
L.A.-based Stern Math and Science School, with plans to
eventually extend the program to others. However, while
wire shape construction is teaching students things like
coordinate geometry and spatial reasoning (thereby
introducing them in a non-traditional way to the STEM
dsciplines, or Science, Technology, Engineering, and

Such technology could be adapted for a number of uses –
Kuzyk mentions that astronauts, isolated for months,
could be implanted with a device that could be remotely
stimulated to help prevent depression. However, the
current electrode design is not able to be manipulated
once inside the brain, so the surgeon has to be incredibly
precise to avoid having to re-insert the device.
The new optic fiber technique being developed at WSU is
based on the idea that the fiber can bend as needed by
sending light through it at specific wavelengths – in other
words, it could be manipulated once placed inside the
brain. The research is being undertaken in partnership
with Dr. Andres Lozano, who gave a recent TED Talk on
brain stimulation; it is also being carried out in
collaboration with Caltech (material synthesis/outreach)
and both UMass Amherst and Kent State University
(materials development and characterization).
At the moment, the goal is to perfect the fibers, which
consist of three gold (hypoallergenic, non-rusting) wires
drawn down through melted Poly(methyl methacrylate), a
plastic also known as PMMA. Kuzyk hopes to finish this

Continued >>
An example of wire art 
"3 Circular Orbs" by
Elizabeth Berrien.
PHOTO Elizabeth Berrien
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LR: Ryan Hayward
(University of Massachusetts 
Amherst), Mark Kuzyk, Peter
PalffyMuhoray (Kent State),
Zuleikha Kurji (Caltech and
WSU), Elizabeth Bernhardt,
Joseph Lanska, Nathan
Rasmussen, Mykhailo Pevnyi
(Kent State), & Julie
Kornfield (Caltech). Small
group meeting during the
Materials Research Society
(MRS) April 2014 meeting in
San Francisco.
PHOTO courtesy of Joseph
Lanska

by the end of this year. Ultimately, possibly many years from now, the hope is that these fibers can be used to make
“smart fabrics” that contain devices that, Kuzyk says, can “talk to each other with light” and “change shape locally.”
That’s where the art-science collaboration comes back into play: Kuzyk is working with wire artist Elizabeth Berrien
and origami specialist Robert Lang to understand wire-shape construction in greater depth. Regarding smart materials,
fibers (and cloth) could be locked into particular shapes, only to be unlocked as needed; they could change in response
to temperatures or other stimuli. Such technology and techniques could have vast implications, from materials science
to the military; in the meantime, Kuzyk’s work is broadening horizons in medicine...and U.S. science curricula.
Sabrina Zearott is the staff writer in the Department of Physics & Astronomy

TurtleArt

From TurtleArt.org: “The Turtle follows a
sequence of commands. You specify the
sequence by snapping together puzzle like
blocks. The blocks can tell the turtle to draw
lines and arcs, draw in different colors, go to a
specific place on the screen, etc. There are also
blocks that let you repeat or name sequences.
Other blocks perform logical operations. The
sequence of blocks [is] a program that describes
an image.”
PHOTO/TEXT © 2014 TurtleArt.org
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GOOD NEWS AROUND THE DEPARTMENT

The WSU Planetarium (located in Sloan Hall 231) hosted several shows this spring, ranging from Stargazing 101 to
more complex “journeys” meant to help the audience understand the seasons and what might be out there in the larger
galaxy. Most of the shows were presented by Kaylan Petrie, a mathematics and science education doctoral student at
WSU who has done similar presentations elsewhere. Guy Worthey described the aim of the shows as “Connecting
people to their world. People have a hunger to know their universe, and modern society has paradoxically distanced us
from many things that people experienced before the invention of the light bulb.” “Stargazers” received star charts for
Stargazing 101 - Worthey said it was gratifying to “see students’ eyes light up” as they figured out how to make them
work.
Worthey has been working with the planetarium since 2001 along with Michael Allen. Approximately 25,000
schoolchildren have visited in that time, Worthey said. The planetarium anticipates adding a low-fidelity digital
projection system built here at WSU to give attendees a sense of “the benefits that a professional projector could
bring” - donations are welcome at http://secure.wsu.edu/give/. Please choose “Search by keyword” and enter
“Department of Physics Development Fund.” Thank you!
Additionally, join us at Jewett Observatory (in photo) for our spring/summer star parties! Schedule can be found at
http://astro.wsu.edu/observatory.html on the right side of the page.

Alumni Contribution
Did you know that the department has two new HP Z220
workstations and two 22” monitors? Alumni Bobbie Riley (B.S.
2009) and Kevin Daily (Ph.D. 2012, Blume) recently donated them
to the department as a way to help students and to encourage them to
help make the department even better through their own
contributions. The computers can be found in the undergraduate
study lounge (Webster 748) and the computing room (Webster 926).
The department sincerely thanks these two alumni for their
thoughtful and generous gifts.
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PHOTOS Top: courtesy of Guy Worthey. Image shown is of Jewett Observatory. Star background by R. L. Dietz. Bottom: courtesy of Bobbie Riley and Kevin Daily.

Exploring the night sky

Awards

GOOD NEWS AROUND THE DEPARTMENT

GRADUATES
SUMMER 2013
Ph.D.
JiaJia Chang (Engels)
Liyanagamage (Ranga) Dias
(Choong-Shik Yoo)
M.S.
Charles David Bergman (Kuzyk)
Tong Wan (Allen)
FALL 2013
Ph.D.

M.S.
B.S.

Benjamin Anderson (Kuzyk)
Thilina Dayanga (Bose)
Shaon Ghosh (Bose)
John Lang, Jr. (Gupta)
Shoresh Shafei (Kuzyk)
Xianjun Ye (Kuzyk)
Josef Felver (Dexheimer)
Kasey Lund (Lynn)
Cory Carpenter
John Peters
Kyle Schademan
Connor Talbott
Shen Wei

Physics Textbook
Scholarship

Undergraduate Summer
Minigrants

Cory Carpenter
Daniel Foust
Bernard Hall
Lucas Holbert
Anthony Lathrop
Lukas Memovich
Jesse Miller
Justin Niedermeyer
Molly Wakeling
Milo Wilkes

Andrew Bleasdale
Mats Johnson
Sarah Kim
John Minor

The Physics Textbook
Scholarship ($100) is “granted
to certified physics majors who
earned a semester GPA of B+
(3.30) or better and are enrolled
for 12 credits or more during a
fall or spring semester, and in
the subsequent semester, and
have not completed their degree
work.”

Minigrants ($3000) are given by
the College of Arts & Sciences

Paul A. Anderson Award
for Excellence in Physics
Andrew Bleasdale
Justin Niedermeyer
These awards consist of $600 to
be split over the fall 2014 and
spring 2015 semesters.

SPRING 2014
Ph.D.

B.S.

Gustav Borstad (Yoo)
Christopher Hamner (Engels)
Michele Moore, Materials Science
(Jonathan Wisor, WWAMI,
WSU Spokane)
Kenneth Dorrance
Daniel Foust
Jesse Kysar
Jesse Miller
Tyler Sperlich
Molly Wakeling

SUMMER 2014
Ph.D.
Zhaozhe Li (Miller)
Anthony Smith (Marston)
M.S.
Ryan Magee (Bose)

LR: CAS Dean Daryll DeWald, Molly Wakeling, and Dr. Michael Allen

Molly Wakeling, above center, was selected as College of Arts &
Sciences (CAS) Outstanding Senior in the Department of Physics &
Astronomy for spring 2014. Congratulations Molly!
Qingze Guan (Ph.D., Blume) received a summer 2014 Leon and
Barbara Radziemski Graduate Fellowship in the Sciences. The $2000
award is given by the College of Arts and Sciences. Guan also
received a travel award of $160 from the APS Northwest Section.
Elham Mafi (Ph.D., Gu) was awarded a summer 2014 Golding
Family Fellowship in the Sciences in the amount of $2000 from the
College and Arts and Sciences.
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Awards
Maren Mossman (Ph.D., Forbes) was honored at the
Graduate and Professional Student Association
(GPSA)'s Annual Awards Luncheon - she received a
GPSA Excellence Award (which includes a plaque) in
the Graduate Teaching Assistant category.
Daniel (Dan) Plotnick (Ph.D., Marston) earned a
Student and Young Presenter Paper Award in the area
of Signal Processing in Acoustics at last year’s
Acoustical Society of America (ASA) meeting, held
December 2013 in San Francisco. Additionally, he placed
second in the Dr. William R. Wiley Research
Exposition’s oral competition (Engineering and Physical
Sciences), held this February at WSU. The ASA paper
results can be found at http://www.acosoc.org/student/
reports/sanfrancisco.html
Xiangyu (Desmond) Yin (Ph.D., Blume) was granted
a Group on Few Body Systems (GFB) Travel Award of
$650 by the American Physical Society (APS). Yin
attended the APS Division of Atomic, Molecular and
Optical Physics (DAMOP) meeting in Madison,
Wisconsin, from June 2-6, 2014.
Undergraduate Peter Sinclair has been named a
Student Ambassador for the College of Arts and
Sciences. More information on the program can be
found here:
http://cas.wsu.edu/about/ambassadors/index.html
Senior Molly Wakeling presented a poster at WSU's
Showcase for Undergraduate Research and Creative
Activities (SURCA) this March and received the
Crimson Award (the highest-level SURCA award, which
consists of $300 and a certificate). She also presented
the poster at the American Physical Society (APS)'s
annual meeting in Savannah, Georgia, April 5-8, 2014.
The research, titled “Charge States of Th-229m: Path to
Finding the Half-Life,” was her internship project at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore,
California, where she is working this summer.
Additionally, she was given a College of Arts & Sciences
Outstanding Senior Award at an award ceremony on
May 9, 2014 (see p. 19).
WSU's Society of Physics Students chapter (Physics &
Astronomy Club) was one of only three from
Zone/Region 17 to be named a 2013 Outstanding
Chapter by the National Society of Physics Students!
This is the first time in recent memory that the WSU
chapter has achieved this award. Region 17 covers
Alaska, British Columbia, Oregon, Washington, and
northern Idaho. The award is given to clubs who meet
criteria of outreach, K-12 educational programs,
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promoting college physics education and research,
publicizing recent physics news, and increasing
awareness of physics. A big thank you for the hard work,
leadership, and energy of last year’s president, Shen Wei,
and club members including Klaas Monster, Eric
Beier, and more, as well as to advisor Nicholas Cerruti
(regional director of Region 17) and Mary Guenther.
Thank you to all who helped the club win this award,
and congratulations!
http://www.spsnational.org/programs/awards/2013/oc
a.htm
Kristin Boreen was recently awarded the prestigious
annual WSU President’s Employee Excellence Award,
which is given to five employees who demonstrate
“productivity…; innovative problem solving; positive
working relations with students, the public, and coworkers; and community service,” according to the WSU
Office of the President website. As finance/budget
manager, Boreen has done a great deal to help the
department in terms of both finances and rapport with
students, faculty, and others. The Department of Physics
& Astronomy is proud of her and her wonderful work.
News story: http://news.wsu.edu/2014/02/20/fiveearn-presidents-employee-excellence-awards4/#.UyddqfmwKQ4
Sabreen Yamini Dodson and Doerte Blume received
awards from the College of Arts and Sciences: the 2014
Administrative Professional Excellence Award and the
College of Arts and Sciences Mid-Career Achievement
in Scholarship and Creative Activities Award,
respectively.
Doerte Blume was reappointed to serve a second term
(January 2013 - December 2015) on the Editorial Board
of Physical Review A.
The College of Arts and Sciences recently awarded
Doerte Blume the Edward R. Meyer Distinguished
Professorship in the Sciences and J. Thomas
Dickinson the Boeing Distinguished Professorship in
Science Education.
Kelvin Lynn will be promoted to Regents Professor on
August 16, 2014. Lynn joins three other distinguished
physics faculty members: J. Thomas Dickinson,
Yogendra Gupta, and Mark Kuzyk.
Steven Tomsovic was awarded the 2012 College of
Sciences (COS) Distinguished Faculty Award and was a
Senior Research Fulbright Fellow in 2011.

GOOD NEWS AROUND THE DEPARTMENT

Students
Noah Austin, a double major in physics and music and a 2013 departmental
scholarship recipient, was involved in a recent large-scale effort to classify insects in
the Elwha Valley that lived there before the elimination of several area dams. Full
article: http://news.wsu.edu/2013/12/18/insects-studied-to-understand-changingelwha-ecosystem/#.UtBwKvRDseg
Check out Brett Deaton's work on Astrobites: astrobites.org/author/bdeaton/.
Deaton said, “There are about 30 grad students from various universities writing
summaries of astronomy and astrophysics research at an undergraduate level.”
Gharashi, S. E., & Blume, D. (2013). Correlations of the upper branch of 1d
harmonically trapped two-component Fermi gases. Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 045302
http://arxiv.org/abs/1307.6898
Gharashi, S. E., Yin, X. Y., & Blume, D. (2014). Molecular branch of a small
highly elongated Fermi gas with an impurity: Full three-dimensional versus effective
one-dimensional description. Phys. Rev. A, 89, 023603.
http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.5272
Yan, Y., & Blume, D. (2013). Harmonically trapped Fermi gas: Temperature
dependence
of
the
Tan
contact.
Phys.
Rev.
A,
88,
023616
http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevA.88.023616
Yin, X., & Blume, D. (2013). Small twocomponent Fermi gases in a cubic box with
periodic boundary conditions. Phys. Rev. A,
87, 063609. http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.52659
Yin, X. Y., Gopalakrishnan, S., & Blume,
D. (2014). Harmonically trapped two-atom
systems: Interplay of short-range s-wave
interaction and spin-orbit coupling. Phys. Rev.
A, 89, 033606.
http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.6734

DR. WILLIAM R. WILEY
EXPOSITION 2014
(STUDENT PRESENTATIONS)
Fatemeh Hossein Nouri
Numerical Simulation of
Magnetized Accretion Disk
around a Spinning Black Hole
Kasey Lund
Nitrogen Desorption from
CVD Diamond
Elham Mafi
Electronically Driven
Amorphization in PhaseChange In2Se3 Nanowires
Dan Plotnick
Near-field to Far-field
Conversion for Acoustic
Reflection Tomography:
an Algorithm for Sonar
Experiments
Samaneh Tabatabaei
Branched Polyethylenimine
will Attach and Insert into
Zwitterionic and Negatively
Charged Supported Lipid
Bilayers in a pH and
Temperature Dependent
Manner

Left to right: Josef Felver, Veronica Ruiz
Melara, & Elizabeth Bernhardt.
PHOTO WSU OSA.

The WSU chapter of OSA-SPIE (Optical
Society of America - The International
Society for Photonics and Optics) did an outreach event at Pullman’s Sunnyside
Elementary School. The 30-minute program for 3rd-5th graders talked about sound:
resonance, the Doppler effect, and beat frequencies. Graduate students Elizabeth
Bernhardt (Ph.D., Kuzyk), Josef Felver (Ph.D., Dexheimer), and Veronica
Ruiz Melara (M.S., Worthey) participated. More information here:
http://wsu.osahost.org/outreach/

Xin Tao (Materials Science)
Two-Dimensional In2Se3
Thin Layers for Phase-Change
Memory Applications
Molly Wakeling*
Charge States of Th-229m:
Path to Finding the Half-Life

*undergraduate
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95 Years of Physics:

The department, its leaders, and the research that
helped make it great.

STORY Sabrina Zearott, staff writer

It was the height of World War II when a
farmer south of the Snake River spotted
something unusual.
Even today, the area is quite remote - mostly flat and semi-arid, its
dusty fields stretch to the horizon, punctuated by the occasional
road. It remains relatively uninhabited even in 2014 - the tiny town
of Anatone, along the highway that runs from the Lewis-Clark
Valley down to Oregon, boasts a population in the double digits.
The farmer, then, had reason to be suspicious of a new-looking,
windowless van (in an era of rationing, no less) with what appeared
to be an antenna on top. The van stopped and men got out, then
went about setting up what looked like radio equipment of some
kind.

This departmental history is
compiled and based on “Leadership
in the Department of Physics” and
”Physics History” by Professor
Emeritus Edward E. Donaldson
(Ph.D. 1953, Anderson) and
several earlier Physics Matters articles
by the late Alfred “Al” Butler
(M.A. 1944, Anderson), including a
document titled “The Contributions
of Washington State University to
Radar Research in World War II.”
Information is also taken from “A
Bit of Department History,” Physics
Matters 1996-7.
Background: Carpenter Hall, the
former department headquarters.

Not long afterward, the farmer showed up with the sheriff and
demanded to know what the men were doing.
The men, likely startled at being caught in such a remote area, didn’t
quite answer the sheriff ’s questions. All they said was that they were
working on something top secret to do with the war effort. Finally,
the increasingly suspicious sheriff managed to get a phone number
from them; he called the number and, sufficiently satisfied with what
he heard from the person on the other end, finally left.
The men were neither exceptionally clumsy foreign spies nor traitors.
They were in fact physicists from the nearby State College of
Washington, also called WSC, and they were indeed working on a
secret government project: improving the radar detection process. In
this case, the men were trying to line up their transmitters with Mt.
Spokane and Steptoe Butte and had driven into the fields to get a
direct line. Their project was essential to the government: in June
1942, 1800 Japanese soldiers had landed in the Aleutian Islands, but
the U.S. radar readings were so affected by atmospheric conditions
that the resulting U.S. bombing raid was carried out over the ocean,
far from the actual location. Clearly, something needed to be done.
The U.S. government’s Office of Scientific Research and
Development (OSRD) focused on trying to understand radar
distances and what is known as the “radar horizon” - the distance
beyond past which radar cannot “see.” In early 1942, according to
longtime beloved physics instructor Alfred “Al” Butler (M.A. 1944,
Anderson), both Paul Anderson (chair 1931-1961) and S. T.
Stephenson were recruited by the Radiation Laboratory at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), where they worked on
22
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From top: Brenton Steele, the
first physics chair at WSU (19191931); Zella Bisbee (M.S. 1909),
one of the first female graduates
in physics & mathematics; and Al
Butler (M.A. 1944, Anderson),
Bisbee's son and a longtime
physics instructor.

FEATURE STORY
the Ground Control Approach system used to help
aircraft land in low-visibility conditions. After the
June invasion, however, atmospheric conditions and
their effects on radar became an essential topic of
research. Anderson and Stephenson suggested that
the work be carried out at WSC; they were outfitted
with the van mentioned above, which contained an Xband (3 cm) receiver, portable X-band transmitter,
and radar dishes that could be attached to the roof.
They recruited both Kenneth Fitzsimmons (M.S.
1931, Anderson),
machinist and physics staff
member, and civil engineer Charles Barker
(professor and radio ham) from WSC to help them.
Their project involved setting up transmitter stations
on Mt. Spokane, Steptoe Butte, and the hills south of

said in later recollections; he wrote that “[n]one of us
hardly saw them and we certainly didn’t know what
they were working on.” This level of secrecy was not
unusual. In one instance, the dean of the WSC
Graduate School had noticed an apparently
innocuous pattern of address changes published in a
journal: rare-earth element specialists and other
chemists were relocating en masse to the cities of
Hanford and Richland, Washington. Upon pointing
out to the journal that the American Chemical Society
might want to establish a chapter in one of those
places, he was visited by the FBI, who wanted to
know just what he meant by his idea. (As is now
widely known, Hanford and Richland were the sites
of top-secret research on atomic weapons. The
journal stopped publishing address changes

Early research in the Department of Physics

Work functions of metals, 1932-1959 (Anderson)
Electron microscopy, 1931-1938 (Anderson,
Fitzsimmons)
Microwave propagation, 1942-1945 (Anderson,
Stephenson, Fitzsimmons, Barker)
X-ray spectroscopy, 1933-1960 (Stephenson)
Theory, 1949-post 1965 (Band)
Biophysics, 1946-1964 (Anderson)
Surface science/vacuum technology, 1955
(Bills, Donaldson)

the Snake River in order to transmit microwave beams
over distances of 50 and 110 miles while being close
enough to the ground to monitor atmospheric
conditions. Despite their top-of-the-line equipment,
working out in rural Washington was not easy: in the
1940s, there were few plowed roads in the winter, so
they often had to do this by snowshoe or hiking.
Another set of testing at Flathead Lake, Montana,
involved using a bow and arrow to shoot a fishing line
over a tree limb and attach recording instruments to
measure atmospheric conditions at 40 feet above the
lake. (The archery equipment was borrowed from a
local resident, who was likely very confused.)
The group did have a bit of fun despite the
difficulties of the work: they had two radio sets, one
of which ran on a frequency only they could access,
so listeners elsewhere could only hear half the
conversation, and the group put that knowledge to
entertaining use at times.
Anderson and co.’s work was so secret that they
couldn’t even mention the word “radar,” as Butler

immediately lest similar patterns be discovered by
enemy agents.) Another faculty member, Clarence
Zener, did classified work for the Watertown Arsenal
in Watertown, Massachusetts - likely related to armorpiercing projectiles - and was later director of
research at Westinghouse - Butler recalled that he
never did find out exactly what Zener was working
on.
In 1943, the radar research paid off and WSC won
the contract against larger institutions (such as MIT)
to build the Navy’s radar-range-detecting equipment,
which was tested in the Pacific and adopted by the Air
Force, the Navy, and the militaries of Britain,
Australia, and New Zealand. Anderson ended up
working in Washington, D.C., as part of General
MacArthur’s newly-founded Office of Field Service,
to put the research into “operational use in the
Southwest Pacific,” according to Butler. The other
researchers collaborated with the Australian radarresearch group out of the University of Sydney.
Eventually the work was extended to assist in
detecting low-flying aircraft. Anderson and
Physics Matters Vol. 17
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Chairs from 19311990
Paul A. Anderson, chair
1931-1961

William Band, chair 1961-1967, with his wife
Claire May Band

Edward E. Donaldson,
chair 1967-1974;
1980-1984

George Duvall,
chair 1974-1976

Stephenson had war adventures of their own:
Anderson helped brief Air Force officers as part of
an invasion on an island in the Gulf of Leyte (the
Philippines), while Stephenson had to dive into a
bunker to avoid enemy aircraft strafing an airport.
WSC’s importance to the war effort, which included
training Army & Air Force (AAF) cadets, was
impressive considering its isolation and the fact that
the physics department had not officially existed
before 1919. Before that, physics was taught as part
of engineering, beginning with Professor Addison
R. Saunders in 1894 (it remained part of the College
of Engineering for over 50 years). The first laboratory
at the college was established in 1893, with a second,
complete with darkroom, built in Thompson Hall in
1895. In 1910, Brenton L. Steele arrived from
Indiana University as the first full-time physics
instructor and was appointed assistant professor; as
of 1913, Professor Steele was teaching or co-teaching
nine different courses: General Physics for Engineers;
Non-Mathematical Physics; Methods of Teaching
High School Physics; Molecular Physics; Heat; Light;
Physical Theory of Music; Electricity and Magnetism;
and Heat and Illumination. Other classes were
designed as part of a separate course of study for
students who had not completed high school:
“Mechanic Arts,” taught by Clarence Hix and others,
which included such courses as Physics and
Woodwork, Household Physics, Modern Physics, and
more. A bachelor’s degree in physics was established
in 1919 along with the department; Steele was named
chair. Two years later, the department consisted of
five faculty members and one teaching fellow, Elsie
Worthen.
Anderson arrived in 1931 and was chair of the
department for the next 30 years. Anderson’s was a
storied background - he earned his Ph.D. at Harvard
and then went on to do research at Eastman Kodak,
followed by a stint as chair at Yenching University in
what was then Peking, China. Additionally, he was a
National Research Council Fellow at Harvard and in
Berlin.

Left: James Park, chair 1977-1980.
Right: Sherman Lowell, chair 1976-1977

G. Richard Fowles,
chair 1984-1990
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According to Professor Emeritus Edward E.
Donaldson (Ph.D. 1953, Anderson), Anderson
brought an important perspective to the department:
the idea that research was a normal activity for any
trained physicist or physics professor, not simply part
of the graduate training process. At WSC, Anderson's
research was performed in an ultra high vacuum
environment; the degree of vacuum he achieved
could not be measured or reached by most other
laboratories for 20 years, and his measurements of
work functions are still cited today as standard values.
Additionally, he and Fitzsimmons decided to develop
a microscope based on electron wavelengths after
hearing about research being done in Berlin by Ruska

FEATURE STORY
& Knoll. Anderson and Fitzsimmons succeeded in
developing the first electronic microscope in the U.S.,
almost entirely on their own time and support, using
electromagnetic rather than electrostatic lenses, and
were able to obtain resolution better than possible
with optical microscopes.
World War II had a lasting positive impact on physics
at WSC/WSU. With the extra funds from the OSRD
radar contract, the physics department established a
machine/technical shop and purchased war-surplus
machinery. Additionally, the newly-established GI Bill
meant a massive influx of new students. Donaldson,
chair from 1967-1974 and 1980-1984, was one of the
returning veterans and remembered having to sleep
on a gymnasium floor for several weeks while the
university built what he called “shanty housing” to
deal with the sudden population increase. Butler was
one of the AAF instructors and taught introductory
physics - as he wrote in an earlier edition of Physics
Matters, “Each group of men was tested by the
military before and after this program, and each
school was rated by departments as to their
effectiveness.” WSC did quite well in comparison to
the rest of the schools.

for decades; Stephenson was named chairman of
physical sciences in 1947, dean of faculty in 1950, and
WSU’s vice president in October 1964, shortly before
his death in December 1964.
In addition to the flood of veterans and the radar
projects, Wilson Compton became president of WSU
in 1944. Compton, brother to well-known physicists K.
T. Compton (who studied photo electron energies in
1912) and A. H. Compton (who discovered the inelastic
“Compton” scattering of x-rays in 1923), understood
the importance and power of physics and supported
the department as well as other areas of science and
engineering. In 1950, the department moved to the
newly-constructed Technology Building (now Dana
Hall), which had been designed specifically for physics
research by Anderson. The building was extremely
sturdy: it was designed to provide vibration isolation to
assist with making delicate measurements. Additionally,
it had water and electricity routed to every work area;
the four-foot-high steam tunnel that housed these was a
favorite of students who went exploring late at night.
Sometimes, wrote Donaldson in his “Physics History,”
researchers working late would notice that “stand pipes
connected near the perimeter tunnel would bob up and
down mysterioussly and whispering voices could be
heard.”

Faculty members began branching out into different
areas of research as well, notably biophysics
(Anderson) and low-energy x-rays (Stephenson).
The Ph.D. program was established in 1950; by 1952
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associate director of the Lawrence Livermore
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National Laboratory and finally became the personal
representative of the United States secretary of
Donaldson's second tenure as chair was followed by
defense to the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
Richard Fowles (1984-1990), who had been a member
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of the faculty since 1966. After Fowles came Michael
Miller, who was chair from 1990-1998 and 1999-2000,
Faculty shone as well: Stephenson’s review article on
with Miles Dresser acting as interim chair from 1998the “Continuous X-ray Spectra” published in the 1957
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with Sukanta Bose as interim chair from 2010-2012. The
department thanks them for the considerable work they
have done to support the physics and astronomy
programs.

As they saw it…
Edward E. Donaldson, 1967-1974; 1980-1984
Edward E. Donaldson, professor emeritus, was
interviewed for this article and provided much of its
original text (as printed in the 1999-2000 edition of
Physics Matters). Originally from Wenatchee, Washington,
he was one of the many young veterans who arrived in
Pullman after WWII. Donaldson earned all three of his
degrees at the Pullman campus. In 1953, the newly-

As chair, one of Donaldson’s main responsibilities
was to recruit new faculty members - he described
how the department changed over time and
eventually added research groups. At first, faculty
members were chosen based on their overall fit rather
than work in a particular area - it wasn’t until the late
1980s that interdisciplinary collaboration became
more common on campus and research groups began
to form. The Materials Science and Engineering
Program at WSU was an example he gave of
institutionalized collaboration. Ideas crossing
disciplinary lines, in Donaldson’s opinion, can be an
excellent source of innovation and scientific progress
and should be encouraged. He said that science and
technology are advancing so quickly that education
has had to change over the years to keep up - what’s
important, he said, is not the specific subjects you
learn but being taught how to learn. As for his time as
chair, Donaldson said he enjoyed it enough that he
took on a second term, and was particularly proud of
two of his recruits: Regents Professor J. Thomas
Dickinson and Donald Sandstrom (now at Boeing).
Steven Tomsovic (2002-2010)
Near the turn of the millennium, the department
began to go through several important transitions.
From the perspective of Steven Tomsovic, chair from
2002-2010, the department not only made several
improvements in areas such as graduate recruiting and
undergraduate education - specifically, hiring “faculty
whose main focus was excellence in instruction” - but
it also “absorbed significant budget cuts while
minimizing any negative impact.” The department
also began to add research in the area of lowtemperature physics.

minted Ph.D. headed to Richland in the Tri-Cities to do
research. However, he didn’t stay away long. When a
professor was needed at his alma mater, he returned to
Pullman, where he continues to reside.

The graduate program in particular underwent major
changes around the turn of the millennium. The
Graduate Studies Committee members and graduate
student body made a concerted effort to increase the
number of graduate students, working in tandem with
remarkable success - by 2010, the program had nearly
doubled from 38 students to 70. The addition of the
astronomy program (transferred from the
Department of Mathematics to the Department of
Physics in 2004) also had an impact - nearly one in six
graduate applicants applied to work on astronomyrelated topics.

Donaldson spoke of his career at WSU as long and
rewarding, especially teaching, which was “fun and
exciting.” When he began, he was one of only six faculty
members, and worked on a process discovered by
colleagues D. G. Bills and A. Evett in which surfaces
released metal atoms/molecules. Donaldson was able to
choose which research interests to pursue, which he says
he enjoyed. Other faculty members were working on
similar projects, primarily to do with materials structure
and metals.

The undergraduate program saw changes as well.
Dickinson had recently initiated honors physics; the
department looked more closely into hiring faculty
members to focus on teaching undergraduate courses
as a means of expanding and continuing to improve
as a program. Michael Allen, Nicholas Cerruti,
Fred Gittes, and Sudha Swaminathan became the
cohort that took on 18 of the department’s classes
and worked on curriculum and department-affiliated
programs, such as the planetarium (Allen and Guy

The Kate G. Webster Physical Sciences Building, home to
the Department of Physics & Astronomy for 40 years.
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Worthey) and the Physics & Astronomy Club (Cerruti).
In terms of research, Doerte Blume, Bose, and Worthey
were hired, with Peter Engels and Chuanwei Zhang
(now at the University of Texas at Dallas) joining the
department later.
Matthew McCluskey (2012-present)
Originally from Helena, Montana, Matthew McCluskey
arrived at WSU in 1998 from California’s Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center, where he worked on blue lasers and
phase separation in InGaN quantum wells. Initially, his
research focus at WSU was on the response of
semiconductors to both static and dynamical pressures;
currently, his research group also works on complex
oxides and microscopy techniques.

Chairs from 19902014

Michael Miller, chair
1990-1998; 1999-2002

During his time at WSU, McCluskey saw several major
developments in the department and university, notably
what he called “the rise of the graduate program”:
“When I arrived at WSU in 1998, we had fewer than 40
graduate students. Today we have about 70.” The
department is tightly-knit as well: alumni continue to send
in information about accomplishments and updates,
which McCluskey says he loves to hear, and when he had
to be away for some time, the staff, faculty, and graduate
students all worked together to keep the department
running smoothly. “It was gratifying to see the
department pull together like that.”
The department gained two new faculty members
recently: experimentalist Brian Collins (see p. 14) and
theorist Michael Forbes (see p. 11). McCluskey said that
the next planned hire is in the area of computational
materials physics.

Miles Dresser,
interim chair
1998-1999

Steven Tomsovic,
chair, 2002-2010

McCluskey’s “Greetings from the chair” can be found on
page 2.

Sukanta Bose, interim
chair, 2010-2012

See earlier editions of Physics Matters for stories from Al Butler
and others.

Matthew McCluskey,
chair, 2012-present
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Friends of Physics & Astronomy
Silver Laureates
(Lifetime gifts of $1,000,000 - $4,999,999)
*Claire May Band
*William Band
Battelle
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Benefactors
(Lifetime gifts of $100,000 to $499,999)
*Neva Abelson
*Philip Abelson
Hewlett Packard Company
Laurie Johnson and Dawn Smith
Robert La Porte
Dean Millsap
Robert Nilan and Betty Clark-Nilan
*Winona Nilan
SGI
President's Associates
(Annual gifts of $2,500 - $4,999)
Richard and Annette Gordon
June Bills
Kevin Daily and Bobbie Riley
Dale and Leila Martin
Bryan Society
(Annual gifts of $1,000 - $2,499)
James Anderson and Shirine Boulos Anderson
John Anderson
Todd Brown
Brian Canfield
L. Stephen Price and Cherri Defigh-Price
Tower Club
(Annual gifts of $500 - $999)
Burton and Karen Berringer
David Cissell and Julie Zalikowski
Miles and Muriel Dresser
Scott and Judy Jones
Daniel Michael
Bryan Morgan
Brett Thovson
Juefei Zhou

*deceased
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Sustaining Donors
(Annual gifts of $1 - $499)
Bin Bai and Ying Shen
Frank and Irene Barmore
Claude and Betty Barnett
Charles and Carron Collins
David Debruyne
Douglas Dietzel
Donald Dittberner
Kenneth Dodson
Dale Doering and Toyoko Tsukuda
Wilbur and Pamella Dong
Daniel and Sandra Fisher
John and Patricia Gould
Timothy and Heather Haugan
Phillip Himmer
Larry and Karen Kirkpatrick
Lawrence and Brigid Larson
Richard and Madelon Lindsay
Mark and Mary Linquist
Gary and Paula Lucas
Edward and Corinne Marques
David and Patricia McDaniels
Palouse Astronomical Society
Allen and Linda Pitner
Warren and Bernice Quinn
Gladys Rice
Riley Richardson
Carl and Wendy Rosenkilde
Haley Sato
Robert Sharp
Melissa Skala and Matthew Phelps
David and Eunice Snyder
Claire Southern
Paul and Susan Spencer
Paul Swinehart
Kevin and Jerri Williams
Hongbin Wu

SUPPORT

SCIENCE

The Department of Physics and
Astronomy is grateful for the generosity
of alumni who help support a large
group of talented and hard-working
faculty and students. Making a gift to
one of our scholarships can help make a
positive difference in a student’s life, and
it is an excellent way to give back to the
discipline that you love.
Scholarships are coordinated through
the department; questions about the
process can be directed to Sabreen
Yamini Dodson at physics@wsu.edu or
(509) 335-9532.

A sincere thank you to all our donors: your generosity helps
open doors to worlds of opportunity.
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ALUMNI & AFFILIATES

Blast from the
Past

Where are they now?

Benjamin Anderson (Ph.D. 2013, Kuzyk) is
now working at the Institute for Shock Physics
as a postdoctoral research associate; he is a
member of the Applied Sciences Laboratory
(ASL).
Regina Barber DeGraaff (Ph.D., Summer
2011, John Blakeslee) is now a lecturer in
physics at Western Washington University. After
graduating with her Ph.D she taught at a private
school in the Seattle area, followed by Bellevue
College, where she taught math and physics and
worked on diversity-in-science initiatives. She
eventually contacted WWU and was hired there
in September 2013. In addition to her teaching
work, she has acted as the faculty advisor to two
student clubs on campus.
Christopher Bates (B.S. 2008) is a 4th-year
medical student at Wake Forest Baptist Health in
North Carolina; he plans to finish soon and go
into orthopedic surgery.

Phil Marston and former students aboard the R/V Sharp in May 2014:
Kevin Williams, Steve Kargl, Todd Hefner, Aubrey Espana, & Dan
Plotnick

Daily, K. M., & Blume, D. (2014). Tunable high-temperature thermodynamics of weakly-interacting dipolar gases.
Phys. Rev. A., 89, 013606. http://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.89.013606
Shaon Ghosh (Ph.D. 2013, Bose) is now a postdoctoral researcher at Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
Rizal Hariadi (B.S. 2003) is studying “tractable biologically-relevant problems using physics and engineering principles
and methods” at the University of Michigan, where he is a post-doc. In 2011, Hariadi earned his Ph.D. in applied physics
from Caltech.
Katherine Hegewisch (Ph.D. 2010, Tomsovic) had her thesis work published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America (JASA) as part of a special issue: http://scitation.aip.org/content/asa/journal/jasa/134/4/10.1121/1.4818783
Enamul Khan (Ph.D. 2011, Dickinson), three articles:
Khan, E. H. (2014). Optical signatures of photoinduced Zn vacancies in ZnO single crystal. Journal of
Applied Physics, 115(1), 013101.
http://scitation.aip.org/content/aip/journal/jap/115/1/10.1063/1.4861144
Khan, E. H., Langford, S. C., Dickinson, J. T., & Boatner, L. A. (2013). The interaction of 193-nm
excimer laser radiation with single-crystal zinc oxide: The generation of atomic Zn line emission at laser
fluences below breakdown. Journal of Applied Physics, 114(8), 083102.
http://scitation.aip.org/content/aip/journal/jap/114/8/10.1063/1.4818833
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Khan, E. H., Langford, S. C., Dickinson, J. T., & Boatner, L. A. (2013).
The interaction of 193 nm excimer laser radiation with single-crystal
zinc oxide: Neutral atomic zinc and oxygen emission. Journal of Applied
Physics, 114(5), 053511.
http://scitation.aip.org/content/aip/journal/jap/114/5/10.1063/1.4816270

Randal Newhouse (Ph.D. 2012, Collins) is now an assistant professor of physics at Sterling
College, Sterling, Kansas.

Send alumni
updates to
physics@wsu.edu!

Narendra Parmar (Ph.D. 2012; postdoc, Lynn) had a paper accepted in the Journal of
Electronic Materials as an editor’s choice: Parmar, N. S., McCluskey, M. D., & Lynn, K. G.
(2013). Vibrational spectroscopy of Na-H complexes in ZnO. Journal of Electronic Materials,
42(12), 3426-3428. http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11664-013-2723-8
Likun Zhang (Ph.D. 2012, Marston) was published in Physical Review Letters as an Editor’s
Suggestion, as well as being featured in Physics: Zhang, L., & Swinney, H. L. (2014). Virtual
seafloor reduces internal wave generation by tidal flow. Phys. Rev. Lett., 112, 104502. The article
can be found here: http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.104502
Feature here: http://physics.aps.org/synopsis-for/10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.104502

Obituaries
Richard Adams (3/5/1933 - 12/5/2013), Ph.D. 1964 (Donaldson), was a researcher at NIST,
the Dow Chemical Company, and others, and resided in Boulder, Colorado. Obituary here:
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/dailycamera/obituary.aspx?n=richard-adams&pid=
168536178&fhid=6726
Richard Fowles (4/2/1928 - 11/30/2013) was department chair from 1984-1990 and a
member of the physics faculty from 1966-1995. His obituary was published in the San Juan
Islander.
Frederick “Fred” Herman Carl Schultz (1921-2014), Ph.D. 1968 (Donaldson), was a physics
instructor here from 1963-1968 while working on his doctorate. Born in Hanks, North Dakota,
he later attended the University of North Dakota. Schultz was a Navy veteran as well and taught
or studied at several institutions in the West; he retired from the University of Wisconsin - Eau
Claire’s Department of Physics & Astronomy, where he was chair for many years. Schultz is
survived by his wife Lila and their sons and daughters; the Department of Physics & Astronomy
at WSU very much appreciates Dr. and Mrs. Schultz’s avid support over several decades.
Obituary here:
http://www.muellersfuneralhomes.com/obituaries/Frederick-Schultz/#!/Obituary

Keep in touch! Join us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/groups/
1427920190753894/

187 members so far!
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